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Abst rac t - -We provide sufficient conditions for the convergence of inexact Newton methods to a 
solution of a nonlinear equation in a Banach space. Earlier results have used conditions on the first 
Fr&het-derivative. Our results differ from earlier esults in that we use Lipschitz conditions on the 
second Fr&~het-derivative of the operator involved. Finally we consider some particular situations to 
which our general results apply. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this study we are concerned with the problem of approximating a locally unique solution x* 
of the equation 
F(x) = 0, (1) 
where F is a twice Fr~chet-differentiable operator defined on a convex subset D of a Banach 
space E1 with values into a Banach space E2. 
We use the inexact Newton sequence {xn} (n _> 0) generated by 
x.+l = xn + An, (2) 
where the correction An satisfies 
F' (xn) An = -F  (xn) + rn, (3) 
for a suitable rn E E2, to approximate x*. 
Here F~(x), F"(x) (x • D) denote the first and second Fr~chet derivatives of operator F 
evaluated at x • D. Note that F'(x) • L(E1, E2) and F"(x) • L(E1, L(E1, E2)) (x • D). 
The importance of studying inexact Newton methods comes from the fact that many popular 
variants of Newton's method can be considered as procedures of this type. Approximations (2) 
and (3) characterize any iterative process in which the corrections are taken as approximate solu- 
tions of the Newton equations. This is the case for example, when F'(x,z)An = -F(xn) is solved 
by any iterative method or when therein the derivative is replaced by a suitable approximation. 
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Sufficient convergence conditions for the sequence {xn} (n _> O) based on Lipschitz-type con- 
ditions on the first Frdchet derivative F '  of operator F have been given by many authors, in 
the case when r ,  = 0 (n _> 0), rn # 0 (see [1-10]). We summarize the conditions used by the 
above-mentioned authors as follows: assume that 
IIF'(xl) - F'(x2)II _< kl (llxl - x211), (xl, x2 • V (xo, R) = {x • E1 I II x - xoll _< n}) ,  (4) 
where kl is some monotonically increasing function satisfying 
lim kt (t) = 0, 
t--,o 
or, more generally, that 
liE' (Xl) - f '  (x2)ll _< k2(r, llXl - x211), (Xl,X2 • U(xo, r ) ,  0 < r < R) ,  (5) 
for some monotonically increasing function k2 (in both arguments) satisfying 
l imk2(r , t )=O,  (0<r  <R) .  
t--.0 
Here, instead of (4) or (5) we assume: 
HF"(x) - F"  (xo)H <_ v (llx - xoll), for all x • 0 (x0, R),  (6) 
where v is some monotonically increasing function satisfying 
lim v(t) = O. 
t--.0 
For operators that are twice b'Ydchet-differentiable condition (6) is in some sense weaker than (4) 
or (5). We also set 
,~(r) = v(t) dt. (7) 
We derive a criterion for controlling the residuals rn (similar to the one given in the elegant 
paper [10] (see also [2-51), when k2(r, t) = k(r)t, r, t • [0, R]) in such a way that the convergence 
of the sequence {xn} (n _> 0) to a solution x* of equation (1) is ensured. 
Finally, we consider some particular situations to which our general results apply. 
2.  CONVERGENCE ANALYS IS  
The following lemma is useful. The proof is omitted since it follows along the lines of the first 
lemma in [10] (see also [2-5]). 
LEMMA. Let a > 1, b > O, c > O, 0 <_ d < 1, 0 <_ p < R, h be constants uch that the equation 
[/0 / ( t )  := ac (t - r)v(p + r) dr + bt 2 - (1 - d)t + h = 0 (8) 
has solutions in the interval [0, R). Denote by t* the least of them. 
Also let q > O, d+ > 0 such that 
[i " 
h 
(1 -d+)  (1 -d )  > -ac  v (p%r)dr  %bh (9) 
v 
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Then, for every h+ satisfying 
[(; ] O<h+<_q e w iP+r)  d r -hw(~)+ h 2 +hd , (10) 
and for every I)+ such that 
O<_p+ <_p+h, (11) 
the equation 
[/: ] f+( t ) :=aqc  ( t - r )v (p++r)dr+ bt 2 - t (  1-d+)+h+=0,  (12) 
has nonnegative solutions, and the least of them, denoted by t*+, lies in the/nterval [h+, t* - hi. 
Based on the lemma as in [2,10], we can show the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let {ha}, {d,}, {an} ( n > 0) be tea/sequences, with hn > 0, d,  > 0, and 
an > O. Let {pn} (n > 0) be a sequence on [0,R), with Po = O, and 
n 
p.+l < ~ h~, (~ > 0). (13) 
j--O 
Assume 
(a) 1 - do > 0 and that, for given constants a >_ 1, b >_ O, the function 
[/: ] f0(t) :-- aco (t - r)v(r) dr + bt 2 - t (1 - do) + h0 (14) 
has roots on [0, R), and 
(b) the following conditions hold for all n > O: 
[ (/o hn+l <_ qn an w(pn+r) dr -hnw(pn)+~abh + hnd~ , (15) 
[/; ] (1 - d .÷ l )  _ (1 - dn) _> -aan  v (pn + r) dr  + bhn , (16) 
qn 
where qn = (an+l)/an. Then, t'or every n _> O, the equation 
fn(t):=aqnan ( t - r )v (pn+r)dr+ bt 2 - t l  1-dn)+hn=0 (17) 
has solutions in [0, R), and, denoting by t* the least of them, we have 
hj < t~, in > 0). /lS) 
j=n 
PROOF. We use induction on the integer n _> 0. Assume that for some integer k _> 0, 1 - dk > O, 
f~(t) has roots on [0, R), and denote by t~ the least of them. This is true for k = 0 by hypoth- 
esis (14). By Lemma 1, (13), (15), and (16), if we set h = hk, h+ = hk+l, d = dk, d+ = dk+l, 
q = qk, it follows that t~+ 1 exists 
hk+1 < t~+x < t~ - sk, (19) 
and 1 - dk+l > 0. The induction is now complete. Estimate (18) follows immediately from (19). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. | 
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The following convergence theorem for sequences in Banach spaces follows immediately from 
Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 1, consider a sequence {xn} (n > O) in a 
Banach space such that IIx.+a - x.II _< hn (n > 0). Then sequence {xn} (n > 0) converges to a 
limit x*. Moreover the following error bounds hold for a11 n > O: 
IIx* - x.II _< t~ (20) 
and 
Ilz* - x.+xll <_ t~ - hn. (21) 
Sufficient conditions for functions fo given in (14) to have roots in [0, R) are given in the 
following proposition [2,10]. The proof is omitted as it is similar to the corresponding one in [10]. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume: function g given by 
g(t) = w(t) + lbt2 1 - do (22) 
z ace 
has a zero 6o E [0, R) such that 
(lo 1 
h0 _< (1 - do) ,~o -aco  w(r )  dr + ~b60 . (23) 
Then, function fo(t) has roots on [0, R). 
REMARK. Function fo(t) is minimized for t = ~0- That is, (23) is the weakest condition that if 
imposed on ho guarantees the existence of a root of fo(t) in the interval [0, R). 
We can prove the semilocal convergence theorem for inexact Newton method (2),(3). 
THEOREM. Let F: D C_ E1 --* E2 be a twice Fr~chet-differentiable operator. Assume the follow- 
ing. 
(a) There exist constants b, Re, R, xo E D such that 
o _ ~ _ a,  liE" (xo)ll _< b, 
condition (6) holds for all x E U(xo, r) (r < 1~), and U(xo, R) C_ V.  
(b) For he > 0, co > 0, 0 < do < 1, and a > 1, hypotheses of Proposition 3 hold. Then, 
function re(t) defined in (19) has roots on [0, R). Denote by t~ the least of them and 
suppose t~ < Re. 
(c) Sequences {hn} > O, {dn} > O, {Cn} > 0 (n > 0) are such that liminfn--.oo Cn > 0, and 
condition (21) holds for all n > O, where qn = (Cn+l)/C~, (n __~ 0). 
(d) The following hold for ali n > O: 
IIA.II < h .  < c~ IIF(x~)II (24) 
and 
i[rn[[ < dnh_......~n, (25) 
an 
where rn = F ' (xn)An + F(xn).  
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Then the inexact New~on sequence (xn} (n >_ O) generated by Xn+l = Xn Jr- An (W,)> 0), i8 well 
defined, rema/ns in U(zo, t~) for all n >_ 0 and converges to a solution x* e U(xo, t~) of equation 
F(z) = O. Moreover, error bounds (20) and (21) hold for all n >_ O, where t* is the least root 
in [0, a) o~u~ction/.(t) gi~n in (lz), with p .  = IIx~ - xoll (n _> 0). 
PROOF. Using induction on n >_ 0 and (6), we will show (15) holds for all n >_ 0. By Proposition 3, 
number t~ exists. Let us assume xk,xk+l E O(xo,t~). Since [[Ao[[ _< ho, (15) clearly holds 
for n = 0. From the approximation 
F (zk+l) = F (xk+l) - F (xk) - F' (xk) (Xk+l -- xk) + rk 
= [F' (xk + t (x~+~ - xk)) - f '  (xk)] (xk+~ - xk) at + rk 
ot F"  (xk + t (xk+~ - zk)) (1 t) (Xk+x - xk) 2 at + rk (26) 
-~ [Fit (Xk 4- t (Xk-t-1 -- Xk)) -- F "  (x0)] (1 - t)  (Xk+l  - xk)  2 dt 
1 tl 
+ ~F (z0) (xk+l - zk) 2 + rk, 
taking norms and using (6), (7), (24), and (35), we obtain 
j~o hk 1 2 dkhk [[F(Xk+l)[[ _< w(pk 4- r) dr - hkw(pk) 4- sabhi¢ 4- c---k- (27) 
Condition (15) now follows from (24) and (27). Moreover, using induction on n _> 0, it easily 
follows that the hypotheses of Proposition 2 hold. Hence, by (18) and (24), we deduce sequence 
{xn} (n >_ 0) is well defined, remains in 0(x0, t~) for all n _> 0, and converges to x* so that (20) 
and (21) hold for all n > 0. Furthermore, from approximation (26) we can obtain using (6) that 
I' IIF (xk+l) l l  < v (llxk + t (Xk+ 1 - -  Xk)  - -  zoll) (1 - t) Ilxk+l - xkll 2 dt 
1 
+ 5b IIx~+~ - xkll ~ + II~kll 
< v((1-t )  llxk-xoll+tllxk+l- xo l l ) (1 -  t ) I lxk+l--xkl l  ~ dt 
(28) 
1 
4- ~b l lxk+l  - xkll 2 4- Ilrkll 
_< v ((1 - t)t; + tt;) (1 - t)h~ dt + ~bhkl 2 + IIr~ll 
1 
= ~ (v (t;)  + b) h~ + IIr~ll • 
It follows from (28), the continuity of F, (25), as liminfc~ > 0, and h~ --* 0 as k ~ oo that 
f (x  °) = O. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. | 
3.  APPL ICAT IONS 
APPL ICATION 1. As in [2-5,10], we emphasize the general character of our theorem to show that 
it can be applied to the so-called Newton-like methods of the form 
Xn+l = Xn -- A (Xn) -1 F (xn)  , (n  > 0), (29) 
where A(x) e L(E~,E2) (x • D). We will only consider for simplicity in Proposition 4 that 
follows, the application of our theorem in the special case when A(x) = F'(x) (x • D) (Newton's 
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method). However, we note that exactly as in [2-5,10] (see Proposition 1 in [10], for example), a 
result for a general A can be given. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let F be as in the theorem. Assume: 
C a) condition (6) holds in U(xo, Ro), for some R > O, Ro • [0, R) such that 
0 (xo, R) C_ D; 
(b) there exist constants b, Co, ho such that 
liE" (xo)ll _< b, I F '  (Xo) -1 < co # 0, F '  (Xo) - I  F (Xo) < ho; (30) 
(c) for ~ r • [0, Ro] 
co(w(r) + br) < 1; (31) 
and 
(d) hypotheses of Proposition 3 hold for a = 1 and do = 0. 
Then, all conclusions of the Theorem hold for inexact Newton method (2),(3), for 
h .  = I I z .+ l  - x . l l ,  d .  = 0, c~ = co [1 - co (w ( l lx .  - xoll) + b Ilxn - xoll)], (n _> 0). 
PROOF. If x • E1 satisfies Hx - xoll < t < t~, then from the approximation 
F' (xo) - F ' (x)  = - [F'(x) - F '  (Xo) - F "  (xo) (x - xo) + F"  (Xo) (x - xo)] 
= - {F"  [xo + r (x - xo)] - F "  (xo)} dr (x - xo) - F"  (Xo) (x - xo), 
(6), (7), (30), (31), and the Banach Lemma on invertible operators [5,8], we see that  
IIF' (xo) - F ' (x) I I  _ v (t IIx - xol l ) I Iz  - xoll dt + b Ilx - xoll 
ll=-xoll 
< v(z) dz + b ]Ix - xoll = w (llx - xoll + b IIx - xoll) 
J0  
1 
< w(t) + bt < -- ,  
Co 
which shows that  F'(x)  -1 is invertible for all x • ~](xo,t) and IIF'(z.)-xll < c~. Moreover, 
conditions (16), (24), and (25), with q. = (C~+l)/C~ (n _> 0), are satisfied. The results now 
follow immediately by applying our theorem. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4. | 
APPLICATION 2. In order for us to show that  our condition differs from earlier ones on inexact 
Newton methods, let us consider a special case for simplicity. Let r ,  = 0 (n _> 0) in (2), and 
assume 
IIF'(x) - F'(Y)II <- ~11 x - YlI, for all x,y  6 D, (32) 
(xo) -1 - F "  (zo) )  ] < ~ IIz - zo l l ,  for all x, y • D. (33) F ( f " (x )  
Then it can easily be seen that  corresponding sufficient convergent conditions based on (32) [10, 
Lemma 1, p. 353] and on (8), become, respectively, 
2coaho ~< 1 (34) 
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and 
6h0b 3 + 9h02~ 2 + 18h0b/3 < 3b 2 + 8/3, (35) 
(see [7]). Condit ion (34) is the famous Newton-Kantorovich hypothesis [5,8]. Consider now the 
case when Ex = E2 = R,  D = [-9,  9], x0 = 0, R = 9. Define the function F on D by 
F(x )  = -~0qx 4 + x - 3. (36) 
24 0 
Using (30), (32), (33), and (36), we obtain Co = 1, h0 = 3, a0 = .405, b = 0, and/3 = .045. 
Newton-Kantorovich hypothesis (34) is violated since 
2Coah0 = 2.43 > 1. 
Hence, Theorem 3 in [10, p. 357] cannot guarantee that  Newton method {xn)  (n _> 0) generated 
by (2) for x0 = 0 converges to a solution x* of equation F(x )  = 0, where F is defined in (36). 
However, condition (35) is satisfied since it reduces to showing 
9h0~/~ < 8, which is true, since 9h02J3 = 3.645 < 8. 
Hence, our theorem (or Proposit ion 4) in this special case guarantees the convergence of Newton 
method (xn}  (n > 0) to a solution x* of equation F(x )  = O. We found x* = 2.967681021. 
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